Abstract-In this paper, we consider the problem of delivering replenishments from source to sink nodes on a delivery line in minimum time interval, where the halfway stopping and intercrossing are forbidden. We call this problem the quickest delivery problem, and define it in a mathematical way. We point out that this problem is equivalent to the problem of moving time-position segments along the time axis such that any two segments are not intersected with each other and the total time is minimized. Based on this point, we formulate the quickest delivery problem as a minimization problem, with the nonintercrossing constraints as non-intersection constraints among time-position segments in four cases. We can solve this minimization problem by using optimization toolboxes. Experiments confirm the effectiveness of our model.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of electronic commerce, delivery problem has increasingly become the bottleneck of the development of electronic commerce. How to improve the efficiency and velocity of deliveries becomes an urgent problem that should be solved in electronic commerce [1] .
It is a good starting point to solve the above delivery problem by using automation and hypervelocity. Recently, both industry and academia have proposed a logistics solution using super pipeline [2] [3] . Because eighty percent of our daily necessities are of small sizes, they can be delivered through pipelines. The radii of these pipelines range from 20 centimeters to 1.5 meters, so as to satisfy different logistic requirements. The necessities of small sizes can be sorted and encapsulated in the capsule containers using automatic sorting technology, and then delivered to different destinations through pipeline-based logistic system. In this way, the automation and hypervelocity are implemented on the delivery of small daily necessities.
The total efficiency and average velocity of a super pipeline-based logistic system depend not only on the automation sorting technology and hyper velocity delivery technology, but also on the container delivery strategy. Because there are many logistic nodes along a pipeline, there may be many deliveries among different nodes in the same time interval. How to arrange these deliveries, so that the total delivery time is minimized provided that each delivery can be directly transported to their destinations once they enter the super pipeline, is the key to ensure the total efficiency and velocity of the super pipeline based logistic system. The above delivery problem is essentially a quickest multi commodity flow problem, which is demonstrated to be NPhard [4] . With the increasing number of deliveries, it is infeasible to find the optimal solution from a computational perspective. However, compared with general quickest multi commodity flow problem, the particularity of our quickest delivery problem is that there only exists a single path for a given delivery. This particularity allows us to use the timeposition segment to describe the path of each delivery, and to transform the quickest delivery problem to the optimal time sequencing problem of the time-position segments. Meanwhile, we can use the knowledge of the plane geometry to describe the non-intercrossing constraints in the delivery processes. In this way, we can establish the corresponding optimization model, and find an optimal solution through the existing optimization toolboxes [5] . The simulation results confirm the effectiveness of our model.
II. THE QUICKEST DELIVERY MODEL
We study the discrete quickest delivery problem on a line. Our aim is to find the starting time of each delivery, so as to International Conference on Modelling, Simulation and Applied Mathematics (MSAM 2015) minimizing the total delivery time provided that the halfway stopping and intercrossing are forbidden. Now we describe this problem in a mathematical way. 
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Here we can use the time-position coordinates to describe the process of the ith delivery. As shown in Figure I 
so as to minimize the total delivery time as shown in Figure II . Therefore, the objective function is
The constraint of the above min-max problem is that the distance of any two deliveries should be no less than one at any time, i.e., the vertical distance between any two time-position segments should be no less than one at any time. Now we discuss this constraint in detail.
Assume Figure III . Thus, the vertical distance between them being no less than one at any time is equivalent to the distance between their vertical intercepts (double headed arrow in green in FigureIII) being no less than one. The vertical i n t e r c e p t s o f i a n d j a r e i i i s v t − a n d respectively. Therefore, the above equivalent constraint can be written as 1 or 1. .
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s e e s < < < In this subcase, the vertical distance between i and j being no less than one at any time is equivalent to both the vertical distances between i e and j and between j e and i (double headed arrows in green in Figure IV ) being no less than 1. This equivalent constraint can be written as
whichcan be simplified to Subcase 2: . < < < i j i j e s s e In this subcase, the verticaldistance between i and j being no less than one at any time is equivalent to both the vertical distances between i s and j andbetween j s and i (double headed arrows in green in Figure V) e s e s < < < In this subcase, the vertical distance between i and j being no less than one at any time is equivalent to both the vertical distances between i s and j andbetween i e and j (double headed arrows in green in Figure VI ) being no less than 1. This equivalent constraint can be written as Now we have formulated the quickest delivery problem as a min-max problem with the objective function given by Equation (2) and the corresponding constraints given by Equations (3), (5), (7), (9), and (11). We can efficiently solve it by using the library of YALMIP [5] .
III. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we conducted an experiment to verify the effectiveness of our model. We randomly generated K pairs of natural numbers ranging from 0 to 1 N − as the starting and ending position pairs of K deliveries needed to be transported along a line with N nodes. Then, we built the quickest delivery model as a min-max problem and found the optimal starting time solutions via MATLAB +YALMIP+CPLEX.
In order to display a more intuitive result, we set 100. N K = = The generated starting and ending position pairs of 100 deliveries are listed in Table I . The optimal starting times of these deliveries are listed in Table II. 
